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In this issue:
• News of the Classrooms
• November Birthdays
• Important reminders
• A message from Pastor Sally

CECC will be holding Staff Inservice on
Monday, November 1, 2021.
There will be no classes held on this day,
CECC will be closed.

CECC will be closed on Wednesday , November 24th
through Friday, November 26th for the Thanksgiving holiday.
We are thankful for the children and families of CECC!

We hope everyone has a safe and happy holiday.
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816-753-1844
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Free Vision Screenings: December 1st & 2nd
A free auto refractive vision screening is
offered for your child. This screening
involves taking a scan of your child’s eyes
with the results provided to parents the
day of the screening. This test can detect
the presence of 6 possible eye disorders. The screening is
performed by a trained technician and requires NO
physical contact with the child & social distancing
measures will be used.
A consent form will need to be signed for your child to
participate!
Watch your email for a consent form to be sent our soon.
Available FREE for ALL children!

Welcome new CECC Staff!
Monica Barajas was born in Santa Paula,
CA and raised in Mexico and Omaha, NE.
She graduated from the University of Nebraska at Omaha with an Exercise Science
degree and minor in Psychology. Monica has
seven years of experience working with children in various settings, including child care
and pediatric therapy. She enjoys working
with children because she feels she is a child at heart and a
huge supporter of play-based learning in early childhood. Monica is in the process of completing a degree in Speech Language Pathology from Rockhurst University to continue working with children in helping them achieve magnificent things in
life! Fluent Spanish speaker, she enjoys any outdoor activity
and participating in kickboxing classes for fun! She has a 9
year old pup back home in Omaha, a mixed Chihuahua/
Pomeranian named Charlie.
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Inclement weather- We typically follow the
“Southwest Pod Schools of the Diocese of Kansas
City, Missouri” in closing for inclement weather.
These schools are located in our area and do not
rely on bussing of students. If you hear on the radio
or television, or on a news website that these
schools (i.e. Visitation, St. Peter’s or St. Elizabeth’s
Schools, SW Pod, or South Pod Catholic schools)
are closed for weather related reasons, then you may safely assume that
we will also close. Recently, more and more elementary schools have a
virtual learning component that negates needing to “close” for a snow
day so there may be times when the directors at Central need to make
that decision for the early childhood center. CECC reserves the right to
make the decision to close or not close regardless of what the SW Pod
schools decide. We will always notify families by email when CECC
cancels or closes early or if we have made the decision to remain open
on a day when the SW Pod schools have closed. There are no changes
in tuition due to school cancellation or other changes for inclement
weather or other emergencies. There will be no “make-up” days offered.

Happy Work Anniversary!
Joyce McKelvy (Room 105) 3 years on 11/9
Sara Noreña (Support) 4 years on 11/14
Jerri Taylor (Room 203) 4 years on 11/14

Is your child going to be absent
from CECC?
Please be sure to call or email us
anytime 24/7.
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Room 104— Michelle Garcia
The children have started using
“Stage 1 Scribble Crayons” and
they are just the right size for their
little hands. They have been trying
to scribble on paper and also like to
explore the crayons by looking at
them and even putting the nontoxic
crayons in their mouths. Next, we
will try out “My First Paintbrushes”
to explore another way to make art.
I am offering sensory activities such
as finger painting and for those who
don't like the way the paint feels on
their hands; a piece of paper with
drizzled with paint is placed inside
a baggy that is sealed tightly.
Children will squeeze, shake, and
even try to mouth it while using
their Fine and Gross Motor
skills. We have also started to go
out to the Playground and explore
the outdoors. The children
especially like the mulch as they try
to touch it to see how it feels.

Room 101—Sally Dux & Kerra Wilborn
Busy hands, busy minds, busy bodies: 101 children
are working hard to stretch, move, reach out and
explore! Their abilities change weekly as each child
discovers, in their own way, how to move across the
floor, reach out to a friend, push a toy, use a spoon,
turn pages in a board book and more. The challenges
are many, but the determination to discover new
textures, toys, tastes, and spaces keep them curious
and active. What’s in the closet? What’s behind the
chair? How does this taste? What makes that sound?
There will be
bumps along the
way, but the
journey of
physical
movement,
discovery and
exploration, as
well as emerging
language, is well
under way in our
classroom.
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Room 107—Katie Lane & Shelby Walz

We have packed a lot of fun and learning into
October! Our youngest two children turned 1 year
this month and have also started walking. As the
children are getting older, their verbal skills are
increasing but there can be those very frustrating
in between times where sign language is very
helpful. We have been reinforcing basic signs and
when the children use them, we give lots of
acknowledgement and it makes situations in our
room so much smoother.
To celebrate fall, we brought in different pumpkins of all sizes and
shapes. We rolled some of the small ones down ramps and to each
other. We have collected toys in the plastic pumpkins and snuggled with
the cloth pumpkins. We even used our tools to try and hammer our way into
the pumpkins; using golf tees to make holes. The most fun was cutting the
big one open and exploring what was inside. Most of the children
participated in pulling out pumpkin pulp and for
the ones that were not
interested in getting messy,
we put seeds and pulp in a
Ziploc for them to squeeze.
As we move into the winter
months, we are going to be
putting big emphasis on
keeping germs away! We
will be doing lots of handwashing, using a stool at the
sink for the children to practice getting soap, making
bubbles and then rinsing the germs down the drain.
We will also be talking about our families and being
thankful for all the special people and things in our
lives. November will end with our own little 107 family "dinner".

Room 105—Joyce McKelvy, Sara Noreña & Leslie Hernandez
It’s October and we have been
celebrating the color orange – which
is great because October is the time
for pumpkins and colorful leaves. The
kids have been using orange crayons,
orange markers, and orange dot
markers. And you can’t learn about
the color orange without enjoying
some juicy, delicious mandarin oranges!
Children usually learn about color during their preschool years.
The ability to identify colors is a milestone marker in a child’s
cognitive process. So, we chose the perfect time of year to begin
teaching your little one colors. Take a look at the bulletin boards
outside of the classroom and share in the beautiful art work the
children have created with the color orange! The key to children
learning colors is over-exposure. We will add more art activities
like sponge painting, and paint sensory bags, along with ooey
gooey finger painting and reading books about color. Happy
Autumn, families!
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Room 203—Carla Warriner & Jerri Taylor
We will work to sort objects by size. We have already worked
on counting 3-5 objects and sorting by color and by shape.
Our sensory play is feed corn and leaves that have fallen off
the trees.
We will work on holding scissors to cut paper and playdough.
We really work on safety with scissors. Guidance includes;
Only cut paper and playdough.
Keep the scissors at the table.
Hand someone the scissors with the blades together and
pointed down.
We have also been exploring glue and gluing smaller pieces
of paper onto construction paper. Two and three year old
children usually squeeze out all of the glue from the bottle, so
we refill glue frequently with a smaller amount of glue.
With our social/emotional curriculum, we will be improving our
listening skills and focusing our attention with attent-ascopes (binoculars made from paper towel tubes). Our rules
for listening are: watching eyes, listening ears, quiet voices,
and calm bodies.

Room 201—Adriane LaCaze
We have been exploring all things
Fall this past month! In addition to
our Fall festival, we made apple pie
and pumpkin muffins. We used
pumpkins and gourds to practice
some math concepts such as making comparisons and measuring
with nonstandard units. We also used our scientific inquiry skills to find out what’s inside a gourd and what happens
when it dries out, by playing with
real gourds both fresh and dry.
Halloween is lots of fun, but
sometimes there are scary
things. We had fun dressing up,
painting faces and
reading books, but also talked
about feeling scared. Next month we will continue to explore our surroundings by going
on a nature walk around the
school and taking a closer look at
corn. Our Thanksgiving celebration will focus on saying thank
you and being grateful for our
family, friends, and so much
more!
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Room 207—Angela Bowers

Room 207 children have been
enjoying the season of fall in so
many ways! We kicked off
celebrating fall with our second
annual "Fall Festival''. The students
jumped, ran, and tiptoed through
an obstacle course made of hay
bales, tasted cider and donuts, felt
through the corn sensory bin, and

received some spooky Halloween
tattoos. We have also added fall
objects to our classroom that
include acorns, pumpkins, and
corn. The children have used these
objects to create delicious meals
for their friends and teachers and
add to structures that they have
built.
We have recently added a
pestle and mortar in our kitchen
area. The children have
practiced grinding oats and fall
spices. Fall is all around us! We
are looking forward to
celebrating more fall activities in
the near future, like
Thanksgiving!

CandyLand & Halloween Fun!
Thanks to Ms. Adriane and all the other teachers and parents who
donated items and/or helped set up to bring CandyLand to CECC!
They did a phenomenal job and the kids loved it!! Thanks also to
Whole Foods for donating all the small pumpkins and to UMKC
Law School staff for the special treat bags!

Dear ECC Families,
The holiday season is upon
us! Holidays with children can
be incredibly joyful. They also
can present challenges, with
lots of events loaded with lots
of expectations for young
children. I invite you to take
some time now to think, pray,
and plan about what you
would like the holiday season to be like for your family.
This month, you could consider how to cultivate a sense of
gratitude in your child. How can you help them understand
that Thanksgiving is more than turkey once a year? There is
so much to be thankful for in God's good world. As the
saying goes, "Each day is a gift from God, that is why they
call it the present."
By the way, I look forward to sharing with you next month a
major Christmas Eve giveaway challenge that Central will be
undertaking. You'll be invited to join in, and it will allow you to
show your child about the joy of giving to someone in need.
Have a wonderful, blessed Thanksgiving!
Blessings,
Sally
Rev. Dr. Sally Haynes
Pastor, Central UMC

Help fill our Thanksgiving tree with
something you are thankful for!
See the bulletin board display outside
the CECC office.
1) Pick a leaf from the basket,
2) Write down what you are thankful for,
3) Add it to our tree with the stapler!
Thank you!!

Birthdays
EJ Hall
Silas Staley
Frank Hickey

11/4
11/15
11/20

Room 203
Room 101
Room 203

